The sun set on another long day at the headquarters of ReliaQuest where Brian Murphy leaned back in his chair and exhaled deeply as he considered the cyber security breaches that had consumed the media in recent weeks. Retail giants like Target, Lowe's and Home Depot had fallen victim to serious data breaches. He pondered how his company, ReliaQuest, could make a difference in a world saturated with an invisible army of hackers. Companies had to fend off attacks 100% of the time, but the hackers only had to be successful once.
As Brian contemplated the brand new Secure Operations Center (SOC) being built in his offices in downtown Tampa, he reflected on his recent pitch to a multi-billion dollar global medical device company. The company wanted all of ReliaQuest's solutions-the Assess, Secure, and Manage options. This would be a multi-million dollar contract over several years. But the CIO and CEO had been very clear, with the contract would come a demand for a 100% guarantee that ReliaQuest solutions would prevent any information system breach and eliminate the possibility of any loss of data for their customers, suppliers, or employees.
Cyber security, as Brian thought of it, was the largest and most expensive cat and mouse game in the corporate world, and often undervalued by companies until a breach occurred. How could ReliaQuest offer solutions that companies would value with or without a breach? How could Brian's team provide alternatives to companies who frequently did not even understand the wide variety of cyber security threats? What kinds of risks to data and information security were acceptable? What was the cost/benefit analysis on a breach? What sort of role should the client company play in protecting their data and that of their customers, vendors, and employees? Was there such a thing as too much security? Certainly there could be too little security, right? Could ReliaQuest, or any cyber security company, "guarantee" zero breaches, or losses of sensitive data and information? What could ReliaQuest offer its clients when every solution promised came with the risk of a breach and loss of data?
Since its inception in 2007, ReliaQuest had become one of the fastest growing and cutting edge information technology security consulting firms in the United States. The majority of ReliaQuest's early business came from operating as a subcontractor to large prime contractors providing engineering services to the United States Military. ReliaQuest provided resources all over the world in information assurance (later known as cyber security), network engineering, and satellite engineering. As the overseas environment became more and more hostile, Brian began to focus on commercial markets in the US. The need for a commercial solution for cyber security attacks was growing rapidly in scale and visibility. The company's commercial practice grew rapidly. With growth came a decision to shift the focus to commercial activity that quickly came to represent more than 90% of its revenue.
Brian felt he understood the ever evolving nature of the cyber security realm. Companies in the business world faced off with an almost infinitely large, unknown force that threatened the security of their data on an everyday basis. Even when a company would recognize that there was an attack, frequently there was little that could be done with their internal IT resources to combat it, or prevent a different type of attack from happening again. Brian was determined to build the ReliaQuest team of engineers into a preferred solution to this problem. As he adapted his security solutions business to this need, Brian found that his focus was on getting prospective companies to take data and information security from an afterthought cost of doing business to an essential asset to the business that provided value customers would pay for knowing that the products and services provided were secure.
Brian felt good about what ReliaQuest had to offer, but as companies came knocking at the door asking for their services, he and his team had to work hard to help companies understand the importance and nature of this elusive thing called "cyber security". It was one thing to buy a bunch of software positioned to solve all of an organization's problems, but it was another to make all that technology work together efficiently and effectively. How could he educate potential clients about information security and why it really mattered?
Why Did Information Security Matter?
Firms collected, stored, managed and transferred information on a daily basis to either provide services or to produce goods for customers. That information was considered an asset of the firm because it added value to the business. Like any asset of the firm, data and information should be properly secured and protected. As business has come to rely heavily on the digitization of every type of data important to the operation of the business, the pace of data accumulation and the number of systems that collected, stored, managed and transferred data increased exponentially. Today, every business has become an information systems reliant business.
The growing dependence on information systems, shared networks and distributed services like cloud computing had one significant drawback. Every system, every collection and reporting technology, and every data storage and transmission device was vulnerable to cyber security attacks. And there were multiple types of attacks possible at every point of system access.
Cyber-Attacks
Brian and his team knew that cyber-attacks were increasingly sophisticated, and often executed in highly intelligent, staged and persistent ways by professional criminals. The 2014 "Data Investigations Report" defined an incident as a security event that compromises the integrity, confidentiality, or availability of an information asset. A breach was defined as an incident that resulted in the disclosure or potential exposure of data. A data disclosure was a breach for which it was confirmed that data was actually disclosed, and not just exposed to an unauthorized party (Verizon Data Breach, 2014) .
"The FireEye" cyber security report (Exhibit 6) identified five stages in a typical advanced type of attack.
1. External Reconnaissance: Attackers searched for potential targets to identify "persons of interest" or "points of access" and assess their weaknesses. 2. Initial Compromise: Attackers used "phishing" emails, spam messages or watering-hole attacks to "spear" weak actors, and gain access to the system. 3. Foothold Establishment: Attackers tried to get administrative credentials, and to install stealthy "malware" in the victim's system to avoid detection of host-based or network-based security measures. 4. Internal Reconnaissance: Attackers gathered information on surrounding infrastructure, trusted relationships and operating system domain information to locate the valuable assets, and transfer them out of the system. Attackers also frequently prepared for re-access if detected by deploying additional backdoors into the system. 5. Mission Completed: Packaged and stole target data. After stealing data, attackers would try to retain access for future attacks by covering their tracks to avoid detection.
The vulnerability of any company's network had gone far beyond hacking through a firewall. Now attacks focused on the vulnerability of the entire organization with access provided through embedded devices, vendor connection points, and clever co-opting of employee usernames and passwords. These more sophisticated attacks could occur with no one knowing the breach had occurred, or that data was missing (Savoie, 2012) . But Brian's team had discovered that most businesses were not even aware of the incidents or breaches that had, or were currently occurring to their systems.
Threats to IT Systems and Information
The ReliaQuest team knew that threats to information systems and data came in many forms and included:
• Hardware and software failure -such as power loss or data corruption.
• Malware -malicious software designed to disrupt computer operation.
• Viruses -computer code that could copy itself and spread from one computer to another, often disrupting computer operations • Spam, scams and phishing -unsolicited email that sought to fool people into revealing personal details or buying fraudulent goods.
• Human error -incorrect data processing, careless data disposal, or accidental opening of infected email attachments (IT Sector Coordinating Council, n.d.).
• Hackers -people who illegally broke into computer systems.
• Fraud -using a computer to alter data for illegal benefit.
• Passwords theft -often a target for malicious hackers.
• Denial-of-service -online attacks that prevented website access for authorized users.
• Security breaches -included physical break-ins as well as online intrusion. ReliaQuest
• Staff dishonesty -theft of data or sensitive information, such as customer details (IT Sector Coordinating Council, n.d.).
• Backdoors -generally code that exploited a weakness in the system administration.
• Exploits -software that took advantage of a known or discovered system bug or glitch.
The number of attacks and breaches differed by type of actor and actor motivation, and had grown dramatically over the prior ten years (a partial list is presented in Exhibits 11 and 12). Moreover, the time for an attack to lead to a compromise was falling even as the time to detect a breach was rising (Exhibit 13). ReliaQuest was especially concerned with identifying the appropriate defense for every possible attack.
Cyber Defense Types: Passive and Active
Cyber defense approaches were generally classified as passive or active (Security Architecture for Open System Interconnections Standards -ISO 270k). Passive defense focused on monitoring all network activity with the goal of collecting information to identify attackers. Passive defense approaches surveyed message content and performed traffic analysis. Active cyber defense often involved the identification of attackers through the "baiting" of potential bad actors with a false data stream or data repository. Baiting might take the form of "masquerade, replay, modification of messages, and denial of service" (Stallings, 2013) . Sometimes the team found that a mock server set up as a "honey pot" could attract the bad actor "cyber flies," and they could observe and learn from the resulting attacks.
The Cyber Defense Challenge: Prevention vs. Detection
ReliaQuest customers frequently identified that for them the purpose of information security management was to ensure business continuity, prevent information related problems (security incidents, and minimize the impact of these incidents when they occurred) (Exhibit 1). ReliaQuest knew that, ultimately, any cyber security effort must ensure three basic dimensions of information security: Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA). These three dimensions are better remembered as the CIA triad (Agrawal, Campoe, & Pierce, 2014) . They defined each as:
• Confidentiality referred to limiting information access and disclosure to authorized users--"the right people"--and preventing access by or disclosure to unauthorized ones--"the wrong people." • Integrity referred to the preservation without corruption of whatever was transmitted or entered into the system, right or wrong. Integrity also referred to the trustworthiness of information resources.
• Availability referred to the availability of information resources.
The ReliaQuest team recognized that securing information was a tradeoff between these three dimensions. They knew that when it came to information security, companies differed widely in their emphasis across the dimensions. Some companies sought to block all suspect access, and were willing to sacrifice availability of the data or the system for security. Other companies were committed to open access to information by the widest possible set of users to optimize operational efficiency. Still others, focused almost exclusively on systems that maintained data integrity and insured its utility to users. Thus, information security was a combination of prevention and detection across the dimensions of confidentiality, integrity and availability. Brian believed that the balance between prevention and detection depended heavily on the client company and the available security technologies. While the relative risks associated with these categories depended on the particular context, frequently humans were the weakest link. Poor supervision of staff and lack of proper procedures when it came to security were often the major causes of security incidents (Exhibit 2).
Ultimately, cyber security as a service (CSaS) required companies like ReliaQuest to understand how the customer might balance passive and active defenses with the need to prevent and detect attacks. Realistically, companies were beginning to realize that they could not do it alone. In fact, partnering with third party vendors (like ReliaQuest) was becoming essential to the balance (Zolper, 2014) . Brian also knew that no single cyber security company could know all the threats, or develop all possible solutions in this fast growing and quickly changing industry. In the cyber security industry, Brian intuitively understood what was found by the Global State of Information Security® Survey 2014--82% of companies that possessed high-performing security practices were collaborating with others to deepen their knowledge of security solutions and evolving threats (The Global State of Information Security® Survey, 2014).
Cyber Security Industry
"The Cyber Security industry is made up of companies that provide security products and services for offensive and defensive applications across the internet, internet connected devices, telecommunications equipment and industrial domains" (PWC Cyber Security M&A Report, 2011).
Market Size and Projected Growth
Research from Gartner predicted that cyber security spending would outpace the U.S. GDP and mobile device growth, and increase 7.9% to $71.1 billion in 2014. Projections indicated that it would grow another 8.2% to reach a market size of $76.9 billion in 2015 ("Global Security Spending," 2014).
Brian knew that the main drivers of the industry were:
• Increased cyber threats from more sophisticated cybercrime groups.
• Increased security awareness from companies and consumers.
• Greater systems vulnerabilities due to the inter-connectivity of networks.
• Greater accessibility of users through mobile devices and virtual "cloud" services.
• Growth in technology driven products and services (including the internet of things).
• Tougher data security regulations and industry compliance requirements.
• Growth in social networking, e-commerce and e-banking.
Brain also knew that the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) to work trend was making life more difficult as device endpoints went from static (desktop, servers, routers) to mobile with significant demands on device interconnectivity and downloadable software applications (Fraiha, n.d.) .
Market Sectors and Emerging Trends
In most countries, the major consumers of cyber security products and services were split between the public and the private sectors. The U.S. federal government, alone, spent an amount almost equal to that of the private sector. In the private sector there were small, medium and large companies that varied in cyber security spending patterns and outsourcing strategies (Exhibit 3).
Larger companies with revenue of more than $1 billion tended to invest heavily in more mature security processes and technologies in order to enhance their existing security infrastructure, and frequently maintained security centers of their own. Medium-sized companies with revenue ranging from $100 million to $1 billion tended to be less able to afford a sophisticated internally operated cyber security center. These companies were turning more and more to managed cyber security service providers for CSaS as the threat actors were increasingly stepping up their assaults on middle-sized companies. Small companies with revenue under $100 million that once considered themselves unattractive to hackers were starting to pay more attention to security services as their customers, who were often large sized companies, were ReliaQuest putting stricter IT security thresholds upon their commercial partners and supply chain vendors (PWC. Managing Cyber Risks Survey, 2015) .
Interestingly, even as total expenditures on cyber security were growing (Exhibit 3), companies were finding a need to be very judicious in their spending. As Exhibit 4 shows, large company spending on IT overall and the percentage spent on security solutions was relatively flat in the prior two years. Security experts suggested this was primarily due to a need for companies to allocate security budgets more effectively to focus on their most valuable data, rather than attempt to protect all data. Brian found that the largest companies needed to "do more for less" with spending on cyber security measures competing for scarce IT resources with enterprise IT investments, IT systems maintenance budgets, IT infrastructure investments, and IT spending on decision support and data analytics and management. Frequently, ReliaQuest found that the more customer, revenue, and cost management focused IT systems "won" the budget battle at the expense of the cyber security spending.
When companies did spend on cyber security, according to the PwC 2015 Global Survey, the top five overall spending priorities for companies were: employee security awareness training, user account management, user behavior profiling and monitoring, smartphone encryption, and tools for data lossprevention. Several prominent and growing needs in cyber security were mobile security strategy (MSS), mobile device management (MDM), and mobile application management (MAM)--solutions which had increased from 39% to 47% in terms of importance in just the last year (Exhibit 5) (PWC. Managing Cyber Risks Survey, 2015) .
Brian knew the industry was booming, and the need was growing for companies at every level. And he saw that the number and types of solutions and cyber security providers were growing rapidly too. As Brian considered the threat and solution landscape, he knew he needed to find the solution set that would make sense for ReliaQuest to offer.
Emerging Cyber Security Solutions
Consumers (and many company executives) tended to be familiar with relatively simple firewall or threatsignature based security software solutions like Norton and McAfee, and thought of cyber security only in those terms. They were also often experienced with various appliances that could lockout hardware or software. All enterprise employees were familiar, at some level, with passwords, user-ids, and security training. Unfortunately, the cyber security solutions landscape for enterprises was much more complex than that.
According to the 2014 "Cyber Security -Emerging Trends and Investment Outlook," there were 191 major cyber security companies operating in the cyber security market and thousands of smaller players. As shown in Exhibit 5, the NIST Cyber security framework identified solutions as either "Detect" or "Respond" and ran the gamut from compliance management to disaster recovery and everything in between. Typically, cyber security solution providers offered one or more solutions in one or more of the cyber security functional areas-identification (ID), protection (PR), detection (DE), response (RS), and recovery (RC). The framework was a U.S. government-industry collaboration to categorize all of the areas governmental agencies and companies needed to consider for improving their cyber security posture. Each functional area was broken down into several categories for a total of 22 categories requiring companies' attention. The categories were further divided into subcategories referenced by various governmental and industry standards or guidelines ("Framework for Cybersecurity," 2014).
Many cyber security system providers took a security information and event management (SIEM) approach to provide a more integrated, non-signature-based, real-time, adaptive security solution. In his mind, SIEM approaches were essential to target and defeat the highly intelligent new generation of cyber-attacks that unfolded in stages, exploited systems across multiple threat vectors (different OS systems, different device platforms), and were stealthy and custom-tailored to the target company. SIEM software products and services combined security information management (SIM) and security event management (SEM). SIEM solutions provided real-time analysis of security alerts generated by network hardware, software and appliances; managed services that logged sensitive data access; and provided sophisticated reporting for decision support ("Framework for Cybersecurity," 2014). The major cyber security industry players that offered full-fledged SIEM solutions included: HP ArSight, IBM Security, QRadar, SPLUNK, Log Rhythm, and McAfee ESM ("SIEM: A Market Snapshot," 2007).
Competitive Landscape
In 2013, the four largest companies in the cyber security provider industry accounted for only an estimated 13% of industry revenue. The services provided by the larger companies varied to include technology consulting, management consulting, and financial consulting in addition to SIEM. Even with the handful of large global cyber security focused corporations, the cyber security provider industry was exceedingly splintered (Hkrabeepetcharat, 2013 ).
There were a significant number of independent contractors, and small-scale, specialized companies in the cyber security field. The industry had experienced a level of consolidation from acquisition and merger activities over the past five years. Frequently, consolidation occurred as larger companies in the industry acquired smaller cyber security firms with a competitive advantage in a niche market (such as a password encryption or identity theft capability).
As Brian considered the competitive landscape, he felt that ReliaQuest had a few major competitors in addition to many smaller players. Two players that typified the range of his primary competition for his clients were Accenture and FishNet Security.
Accenture Ltd typified the all-in-one services provider and included management consulting, outsourcing, security, and many other services with more than 305,000 employees, offices and operations in more than 200 cities in 56 countries, and net revenues of $30.0 billion for fiscal 2014. Accenture was focused on four growth platforms-Accenture Strategy, Accenture Digital, Accenture Technology, and Accenture Operations. They touted the four as the innovation engines through which they built and offered worldclass skills and capabilities, developed knowledge capital, and created, acquired and managed key assets central to the development of integrated services and solutions for their clients (https://www.accenture.com/us-en/company.aspx).
FishNet Security, on the other hand, was a more recent, nimble provider of information security solutions. They focused on security solutions that combined technology, services, support and training. "Since 1996, the company has enabled clients to manage risk, meet compliance requirements and reduce costs while maximizing security effectiveness and operational efficiency." FishNet Security claimed it had delivered quality solutions to over 5,000 clients worldwide (https://www.fishnetsecurity.com/company).
Brian realized that he needed to develop a targeted set of solutions for firms across the size and security sophistication spectrum, where he wanted to focus ReliaQuest efforts, if he were to compete effectively with his young company. He believed he had the team, the talent, and the technology to make it happen. ReliaQuest
ReliaQuest Customers
ReliaQuest, since moving to commercial business, worked with customers that ranged from regional healthcare and financial institutions to the Fortune 50 companies. Their goal was to help customers truly understand the threats they faced, and then help them to implement and optimize their security platforms to stay ahead of the threats.
Brian wanted clients to know that security was not a losing battle, despite what many "experts" had said in the wake of the Target, Lowe's and Home Depot attacks. He advocated that it was not as simple as spending a lot of money, and then being able to safely say that the company was secured. He shared with every customer that the road toward improved information security required a persistent, surgical application of technologies and procedures that needed to become a way of doing business for the client company.
As the team started the year, they brainstormed where they had come from and who they wanted to be. They needed to focus and hold themselves accountable to grow. Brian challenged his team to focus on and develop core competencies to assess, secure and manage cyber security for target clients (Exhibit 6).
Assess
ReliaQuest's first step with a client was to determine the conditions of the client's security posture. In order to provide a roadmap with suggestions and a "how to" guide, it was important to get an idea of where the company stood. These assessments varied in scope from the entire environment, to specific data centers or locations, to specific technologies such as performing a health check on event management. These assessments often opened up a dialogue with customers around security, risk, and compliance. As a result of the assessment, ReliaQuest was then able to deliver a gap analysis from the current to an ideal security state. In addition, a roadmap was provided that gave their clients a chance to see where they stood with security, and the path to follow to attain their security goals (Exhibit 7).
Secure
ReliaQuest offered their own expert engineers to go out into the field, and work side by side with the client's IT team in the ongoing battle to secure data. Brian understood that the market was congested with resellers and assessment companies all offering advice to customers on general security issues. However, when it came time to step in and help fix issues and technology specific to an organization's needs, there were few options out there that would actually do the engineering work for the customer. Engineering security solutions were an historical strength of the firm and offered a competitive advantage. ReliaQuest was repeatedly told that customers would pay for onsite security engineers, as they were a significant source of comfort, speed to solution, and adaptation (Exhibit 8).
Manage
ReliaQuest found that getting secured was not a static state of being, but rather an ongoing battle that required consistent monitoring, optimizing, and managing. ReliaQuest offered monitoring, management and maintenance of customer's critical tools 24/7/365 by their certified and trained staff. ReliaQuest's model was to co-manage a customer's existing technologies from the ReliaQuest security operations center (SOC). The key was to provide the ongoing "care and feeding" that was needed without requiring the customer to transmit their data. The SOC could provide the services while insuring that customer data remained resident in the customer systems. This also enabled ReliaQuest to assist the customer to comanage the entire security environment, not just one or two point technologies (Exhibit 9).
Operations
Each of the three core competencies required a slightly different skill set, technology and team approach. Brian understood the Assess solution very well from his consulting days. The Assess solution required technology knowledgeable consultation teams of individuals who could scour the client's information systems, and effectively and efficiently complete a detailed gap analysis with recommendations for change.
The Secure solution required extremely competent security system engineers who could be and were willing to be deployed to client sites--sometimes for extended periods. They had to be self-starters who were very capable of acting independently, and who also would raise a flag if another engineering skill set was required. Embedded in customer sites, Brian found it extremely important that they also had the interpersonal and team building skills needed to successfully implement significant changes.
As Brian and his team began to address the Manage solution, they realized that an entirely different set of talents and technology investments were required. To co-manage a customer's entire information system, the ReliaQuest team created a solution that absorbed enormous amounts of data, aggregated it, baked it down, and tuned out the noise for their clients. They built a SOC with hardware, software, and infrastructure to physically operate the Manage solution. They also managed communications so that clients could see thousands of alerts going off daily. And they needed to maintain strong customer facing communication to insure that alerts received the appropriate action by each customer. Otherwise, in that sort of environment, customers might readily tune out the alerts, and not behave in their own best interests. ReliaQuest solved this issue by force ranking the alerts, so that the security team at their client's company would know what needed their immediate attention. Brian took time to consider the mass amounts of data that would be collected at a 24/7/365 monitoring service. ReliaQuest would not be the first one to do this, but what could they do to focus in on the most critical data to pass on alerts to clients, and create a competitive advantage for their business?
RQ Aware
ReliaQuest's co-managed service platform was enhanced by their signature "RQ Aware" technology, which was targeted to the needs of the client. RQ Aware eliminated the noise of overwhelming numbers of alerts by using a process that force-ranked alerts, and shared only the most important alerts with the customers. The force-ranking was based upon independent analysis of the threats performed by the ReliaQuest algorithms, and based upon the customer's self-defined levels of data importance.
For ongoing security, the threat intelligence engine was the "big data" gatherer that pulled together alerts on malicious attacks using a variety of proprietary methods. This data was categorized and organized from a number of honeypots deployed throughout the world used specifically by the ReliaQuest team to gather intelligence on attacks and attackers. The results were then imported in a SIEM compatible format once the data had been aggregated by the in-house log aggregator.
One-Stop Shop vs. Co-Managed Solutions
The cyber security industry had a large volume of managed security service providers (MSSP) that offered a one-stop shop for outsourcing security needs for firms (Zhao, Xue, & Whinston, 2013) . ReliaQuest's key competitive advantage over these providers was their decision not to be a company's one and only source for cyber security. Brian decided to pick and choose carefully the areas of ReliaQuest's expertise, and partner with other providers as necessary to address client company issues. Also, ReliaQuest solutions were designed to be a partnership with a co-managed platform in which ReliaQuest and the client company participated regularly. ReliaQuest Brian likened this to a NASCAR analogy:
"You have a racecar driver, but you don't expect him to get out and change his tires --even if he knows how to do it. You have a pit crew where every person is responsible to do something in order to get the car back out on the road as fast as possible. ReliaQuest is the pit crew, working together with the client to assess, secure and manage their data." -Brian Murphy, CEO, ReliaQuest
In addition, ReliaQuest did not market itself as a perimeter cyber security business. For Brian it was not about simply setting up a castle wall or moat around the client companies' systems and data. He insisted on an assessment method that involved going in and learning the ins and outs of every client. Brian believed: "Every client handled differently depending on their needs." One of the core competencies of ReliaQuest was their initial assessment when they learned where the most important data resided in the client's infrastructure, determined any weak points, and designed a roadmap to improve security optimization. The nature of this assessment was a co-managed system where ReliaQuest was prepared to be in it for the long run, and that the client took an active role in their own security.
Ultimately, ReliaQuest's strategy was to become a partner to their client, and not be the sole gatekeeper of the company's IT security. Companies had to take an active role in their security in order for this comanagement to be successful. The co-managed platform allowed the customer to leverage ReliaQuest's secured operating center to help monitor, manage, and optimize their security environment without giving up control of their data and access to their security tools. When the work required an onsite engineer, ReliaQuest would send one of its many field engineers to help "on demand"--a capability that traditional MSSP's did not provide.
In Brian's experience, clients of many different sizes frequently did not have the budget, time, or experienced cyber security talent to build their own complete security infrastructure and security teams. Even organizations with the largest teams and largest expenditures frequently found it difficult to keep up with the training, development, and hiring necessary to truly fully manage the security environment without help. Those companies that attempted to go this route often found that the challenge was "educating up"--convincing senior management--on the importance of more funding for security. Many times Brian had observed C level executives survey the entire business and see large technology purchases around security, and then would not approve the necessary headcount expenditures needed to run the technologies.
Ultimately, ReliaQuest believed it to be important to communicate clearly with their clients about the burden placed on security professionals attempting to "doing it all yourself." For Brian, it was never all ReliaQuest services or nothing. Brian stated that ReliaQuest was happy to help clients now that wanted to experiment with new security solutions they may not purchase until sometime in the future. Often, ReliaQuest worked with IT and security departments to help them communicate to senior management the importance of securing specific areas of the business. With many clients, not all of the services provided by ReliaQuest would be utilized, but being able to co-manage alongside ReliaQuest, and have them there as a partner to keep the technologies optimized while advising on the plan for the future could be invaluable (Exhibit 10).
ReliaQuest was in the business of providing options that mitigated risk--risk to intrusion and loss of information. Persistence in the implementation of a continuous improvement plan was important nonetheless. A client that decided to initiate the assessment from ReliaQuest, but in order to meet budget constraints deviated from the roadmap provided by ReliaQuest, would dramatically increase the probability of a security failure. Ultimately, clients could easily think that they did not have the IT resources to main-tain ongoing surveillance, and that hiring ReliaQuest to monitor, manage, and optimize was not an affordable option.
Ultimately, Brian believed that security was not a "set it and forget it" function in an organization. It needed to be consistently tuned and monitored. Brian used an analogy when explaining the active role a client company was expected to take. Clients of ReliaQuest were faced with a number of options to consider. The decision often weighed heavily on clients, as it could be the difference between securing everything and losing everything. Some companies were overwhelmed to the point of doing nothing. Brian felt this was often based on not having the understanding or the budget to bring in a firm like ReliaQuest. The risk here was that a company could very well lose everything, which would be more costly than to bring in ReliaQuest to provide a long term road map to security. Brian and his team needed to keep in close contact with companies like this as they continued to rebalance their budgets. Some companies felt that if the large companies could not stop the breaches, then they would not stand a chance, and felt helpless in the face of inevitable breaches.
Despite the bleak outlook provided by the FBI Director, who claimed everyone has been hacked whether they know it or not, Brian felt confident that the future of cyber security was bright, that awareness was at an all-time high, and the conversation was happening at all levels of commerce, government, and education. He thought that he and his company had the tools to increase visibility, and raise cybersecurity awareness throughout an organization.
With all of these services available for a client to build their own package based on their security needs, Brian still had questions. How much risk should ReliaQuest be willing to take with a client? How does a client manage risk when partnering with ReliaQuest? Was ReliaQuest an insurance policy? Could they guarantee zero breaches? Would they reimburse for data losses? Would they cover any business interruption costs incurred by a customer? What if the customer was ten times or one hundred times the size of ReliaQuest?
Risk Management and Information Security Management
The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security provided an operational definition that explained the difference between risk management and risk assessment as major components of information security management (ISM). As generally accepted by information security experts, risk assessment has been a part of the risk management process. Risk management was a recurrent activity that dealt with the analysis, planning, implementation, control and monitoring of implemented measurements and the enforced security policy. On the other hand, risk assessment was performed at what may be considered a discrete time (e.g., once a year, on demand, etc.) to provide a temporary view of assessed risks, and create a parameter of the entire risk management process, until the next assessment (Exhibit 11) ("Risk Management," 2014 
Risk Mitigation
Brian realized that the key for ReliaQuest's success, and a very important component of interaction with every one of their customers, was to incorporate a conversation on risk identification (possibility of breach, data theft, data corruption, business interruption) and risk mitigation. Brian knew that customer defenses might be breached even with the best efforts of his team and his technologies. And industrywide, the time delay from system breach to discovery could differ greatly from event to event, and the delay was widening overall (Exhibit 13). Looking at best practices, Brian was determined to have a disciplined understanding of key aspects of risk:
• Risk Avoidance involved methods to decrease the likelihood of occurrence by removing a hazard, or ending a specific exposure.
• Risk Acceptance referred to dealing with a risk when or after it occurs. If the cost of mitigating a risk is greater than the potential loss, accepting the risk may be the most viable strategy.
• Risk Mitigation involved methods that reduced the severity of the loss, or decreased the likelihood of the loss from occurring.
• Risk Transfer could be best described as a shifting of risk from one entity to another. When a risk occurred, the losses were absorbed by another entity ("Risk Management," 2014).
If Brian believed it to be important to identify the risk response and prioritize what mitigations were best for every client company, then the response to a potential risk may have a wide variety of solutions. Ideally, this sort of dialogue with the customer would insure that resources were applied where they could most effectively address the threats, vulnerabilities, and their consequences for that company.
Brian's team found that the additional benefits of a risk management and mitigation conversation to the client company were to:
• Inform and educate the client and provide incident support.
• Provide guidance, best practices, simulation, and testing.
• Provide and operate indications, alerts, and warning capabilities.
• Provide and coordinate operation centers and teams.
• Provide and participate in information sharing, situational awareness, and information fusion activities.
• Coordinate and provide response, recovery, and reconstitution ("Risk Management," 2014).
In addition, Brian found that sound risk management led to the development of new prevention techniques, and the improvement to the overall incident management lifecycle for future attacks. Effective risk management would include the continuous feedback that led to improvement in client and engineer training and awareness, mechanisms to integrate incident lessons learned into subsequent product and services design, and improved testing procedures based on known vulnerabilities and threats ("Risk Management," 2014).
Brian also believed that constant risk management and assessment was needed across and among cyber security partners and customers as threats continued to grow and become more sophisticated, and as adversaries improved their capabilities. He was convinced that the use of these measures would reduce the likelihood of a threat incident if they led to improved information and intelligence flows between and across the public and private sectors to support the rapid identification of emerging cyber-related threats and other circumstances requiring intervention (Exhibit 14).
The Decision
Ironically, as Brian contemplated the medical device customer's demand for guarantees, he reflected on his own deal with his SOC building contractor. He realized that his "deal" with his SOC builder limited his recourse to the cost of materials and a chance for the builder to "make it right." Also, the contract said the builder would provide a "workman-like" product, but not be responsible if the construction interrupted ReliaQuest's business. If it was a total failure, the most Brian could get back would be amounts he had paid to the construction firm.
Brian thought to himself, "Was that good enough for a cyber-security solutions provider?" Every one of his customers was under threat of more and more sophisticated attacks. The criminals only had to be right once--could ReliaQuest be perfect one hundred percent of the time? How did you take a customer's money, and still tell them they would be breached? If they were not breached, was it because no attack got through the defenses, or was it because you were unable to identify the breach? Was a breach with no sensitive data loss different than other types of breaches? By the way, how did customers distinguish sensitive from insensitive data? Did outsourcing cyber security to a solutions provider shift the liability for a security failure from the buyer to the provider? Given the size of this billion-dollar customer, could ReliaQuest even cover a loss?
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Darin Peachee
Cyber-crimes are intrusive and common: Organizations experienced a 176 percent increase in the number of cyber-attacks, with an average of 138 successful attacks per week, compared to 50 attacks per week when the study was initially conducted in 2010.
Cyber-crimes require more time to resolve: The average time to detect a malicious or criminal attack by a global study sample of organizations was 170 days. The longest average time segmented by type of attack was 259 days, and involved incidents concerning malicious insiders. The average time to resolve a cyberattack once detected was 45 days, while the average cost incurred during this period was $1,593,627 -representing a 33 percent increase over prior year's estimated average cost of $1,035,769 for a 32-day period.
Cyber-crimes impact all industries: Of the 17 industries included in the study, all reported to have been impacted by cyber-crime, and in the U.S., the highest annual cost per organization was reported in the Energy & Utilities and Defense industries. The average annualized cost per company in the Energy & Utilities, Technology and Retail sectors rose most significantly in the U.S. when compared to average annualized cost over the 5 years the study had been published. The retail sector alone had more than doubled in cost when compared to the average cost per breach over the five-year period.
Costly Cyber Crimes
The most costly cyber-crimes were those caused by denial of services, malicious insiders and malicious code. These accounted for more than 55 percent of all cybercrime costs per organization on an annual basis. Information theft continued to represent the highest cost to companies followed by the costs associated with business disruption. On an annual basis, information theft accounted for 40 percent of total external costs (down two percent from the five-year average), while costs associated with disruption to business or lost productivity account for 38 percent of external costs (up seven percent from the five-year average).
Recovery and detection are the most costly internal information security activities, accounting for 49 percent of the total annual internal activity cost with cash outlays and direct labor representing the majority of these costs. ReliaQuest 
Exhibit 7: ReliaQuest Info-Graphic
Source: ReliaQuest's Tampa Office Exhibit 9: Services Offered Under "Secure"
Resident Engineering
Longer-term solutions for companies that need experienced engineers
SIEM Optimization
Optimization of system upgrades, tuning of sources, reconfiguration of storage, etc.
SIEM Use Case & Content Creation
Ensure source is feeding correctly and create all relevant reports, alerts, filters, etc.
Security Solution Tuning
Fully optimizing complex security solutions to produce the desired ROI
Security Optimization
Fix multiple issues while providing a longer-term roadmap with technology recommendations and enhancements
Security Solution Integration
Develop customer applications to allow older or proprietary systems to be adapted and included in the security infrastructure Source: ReliaQuest website: http://www.reliaquest.com/secure/
